2012 mitsubishi lancer review

The Mitsubishi Lancer is a sporty alternative to conventional and more conservative economy
sedans, but lacks the refinement and fuel economy that most shoppers are looking for. There
was a time when owning an economy sedan resulted in being consigned to a dull and lifeless
experience. For years, the Mitsubishi Lancer bucked that trend, infusing the segment with a
much-needed dose of driving excitement and aggressive styling. Unfortunately, these admirable
traits also came with drawbacks and in the face of new rivals, it is no longer unique among
sedans. A few improvements to the Mitsubishi Lancer lineup bolster its standing, but only
slightly. Most notably, a new Lancer SE trim allow buyers to select the midrange engine with
all-wheel drive. Previously, AWD was only offered in the sporty range-topping Ralliart model.
Furthering the Lancer's cause is the addition of optional soft-touch door panels, which partially
addresses our prior complaint of too much interior hard plastic. Sadly, many of the Mitsubishi
Lancer's faults are left untouched. The base 2. Upgrading to the more powerful engines helps,
but the penalty in fuel economy may be enough to scare some shoppers off. Most people, we
suspect, will be happier with one of the newer choices for a small sedan. The Mazda 3 , for
instance, is similarly fun to drive but gets better fuel economy. We would also steer buyers
toward the popular Chevrolet Cruze , the refined Ford Focus and the stylish Hyundai Elantra.
For those who need all-wheel drive, there's also the redesigned Subaru Impreza to consider.
Unfortunately for Mitsubishi, the small sedan segment is better than ever, and the Lancer has
been left near the back of the pack. The base DE comes with inch steel wheels, automatic
headlights, a tilt-only steering wheel, full power accessories, a trip computer and a four-speaker
sound system with a CD player. The Alloy Wheel package adds inch alloy wheels to the ES trim
along with rear disc brakes instead of drums and a rear stabilizer bar. The SE trim gains a more
powerful engine, all-wheel drive and the Alloy Wheel package. The all-wheel-drive Ralliart ups
the performance ante with a turbocharged engine, an automated dual-clutch manual
transmission with shift paddles , hill-start assist, front and rear limited-slip differentials,
additional sport exterior treatments, a sport-tuned suspension, a sport steering wheel, unique
upholstery, aluminum pedals and satellite radio. Some features listed are also available on
lower trim cars as stand-alone options or as part of packages. Several cosmetic and
aerodynamic enhancement options are also available for the DE and ES trims. A Touring
package is available for GT and Ralliart trims and features xenon headlights, a sunroof, a
smaller rear spoiler, rain-sensing wipers, leather seats and a nine-speaker Rockford Fosgate
sound system with an in-dash six-CD changer and satellite radio. Also optional on GT and
Ralliart trims is a navigation system that features a 40GB hard drive capable of storing digital
music files and a larger rearview camera monitor relocated to the touchscreen display versus
the rearview mirror. A new Deluxe package for the SE trim adds most of the GT's interior
upgrades, along with soft-touch door trim panels. A five-speed manual is standard, while a CVT
is optional. In Edmunds performance testing, the combination of the base engine and five-speed
delivered a time of 8. The CVT delivered a slower performance of 9. In terms of fuel economy,
the 2. The GT gets front-wheel drive and the five-speed manual standard, while its optional CVT
features manual mode with simulated gear ratios operated via shift paddles on the steering
wheel. In Edmunds testing, a GT with a manual transmission accelerated from zero to 60 mph in
7. The 2. The manual transmission delivers nearly identical fuel efficiency. The Ralliart features
a turbocharged 2. Power is sent to all four wheels through an automated dual-clutch manual
transmission with shift paddles and an active center differential. The Ralliart dispatches the
dash in a sizzling 5. Standard safety features on all Mitsubishi Lancers include front-seat side
airbags, full-length head curtain airbags and a driver knee airbag. Antilock brakes and stability
control are standard across the board, but four-wheel disc brakes are standard only on the SE,
GTS and Ralliart. The DE and ES trims get by with rear drum brakes. In Edmunds brake testing,
a Lancer GT stopped from 60 mph in an excellent feet. Surprisingly, the Ralliart and its summer
tires delivered a disappointing stop of feet. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety awarded
the Lancer a top score of "Good" in the organization's frontal-offset, side-impact and
roof-strength tests. With a decent amount of comfort and a quiet cabin, a Mitsubishi Lancer
equipped with the base 2. Unfortunately, this engine seems to generate more noise than
horsepower, especially when saddled with the CVT. For those seeking a bit more excitement on
a budget, the SE or GT are better alternatives thanks to more low-end engine power and a
suspension that responds better to spirited driving. The Ralliart bridges the gap to the
high-performance Lancer Evolution model with turbocharged power, sharp handling and
rapid-fire gearchanges from the dual-clutch transmission. Mechanically, the Ralliart provides
plenty of fun around corners, but in our testing we've found its tires to be a bit too
economy-minded considering the car's strong performance potential. While the Mitsubishi
Lancer's chiseled exterior lends an air of aggression, its interior design and materials drag
down the vehicle's overall appeal. On the whole, the cabin design is uninspiring and rife with

hard plastic elements. This year's addition of optional soft-touch door panels helps, but the
lingering downmarket feeling persists. Taller drivers will likely bemoan the lack of a telescoping
steering wheel and the lack of under-thigh support. On the other hand, the rear seats are quite
comfortable, with a generous amount of legroom. Much like Ford's Sync system, Mitsubishi's
Fuse voice-activation system assists in selecting a destination or your favorite music. Available
styles include DE 4dr Sedan 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Mitsubishi Lancer. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Mitsubishi lease specials Check out Mitsubishi Lancer lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Power-sapping CVT weak and noisy base engine no telescoping steering
wheel high price of Ralliart model. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The Mitsubishi Lancer gains a new midrange SE
trim level, while new features include optional soft-touch materials on front door panels and a
rearview camera standard on upper trims. The Lancer also receives minor interior and exterior
styling enhancements. Read more. Write a review See all 7 reviews. Another Mits in the family.
We have had several Mits's. Eclipse, Spyder, several Galants, Monty Sport. All excellent
purchases and very dependable and they run forever. Our daughter is now of driving age and
we went out on a limb am bought her a new car. Lancer SE. Was originally looking at an ES but
the 2. Drove the SE just to see if the engine was quieter and it was. This is the same engine my
first Galant had in it. Very, very good car. With the warranty, the safety ratings, and the quality
they offer - well I would say it was an easy decision. Read less. I have been the go to guy to
buying cars for my family so in the past 4 years, I have bought 3 new cars and one used car. I
was worried about the CVT transmission because i read online it was a bad transmission with
no power. Wow, these "expert" reviewers must be test driving too many turbo mustangs and
super cars. The CVT is just fine in power! If you are not used to driving one, it may feel different.
So in a with a regular auto transmission, a sign of an underpowered car is when u push the gas
hard, you will see the engine RPM go way up but the speed lags until it up-shifts a gear. Test
drive one. I am a 60yr old man and i have owned many many cars and trucks in my day. I like to
drive again,thanks to the Lancer! The Lancer is an excellent car. The editor's review does not do
the Lancer justice - it is an excellent car for the money, in almost all respects. You can buy cars
with better mpg, but it will come at the expense of power. See all 7 reviews of the Used
Mitsubishi Lancer. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip.
IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4.
Sponsored cars related to the Lancer. Sign Up. Mitsubishi has positioned its C-segment Lancer
as a compact car with sporting intentions, and in some ways that's exactly what you get. As the
basis for Mitsubishi's mighty Lancer Evolution, the standard Lancer is reasonably sporty in its
own right. With Lancer models boasting either a 2. Despite being often overlooked by
C-segment shoppers, the Mitsubishi Lancer makes a strong case for itself with its standard
features, range of available options, and sportier higher-trim models. The Lancer's aggressive
styling also makes it stand out in a sea of other compact sedans, and gives you the appearance
of speed even if you opted for a tamer base model. Standard features like power door locks and
windows, five-passenger seating, and a watt, four-speaker CD audio system make the Lancer
well-suited for daily commuter duties, while the turbocharged engine, six-speed dual-clutch
transmission, and all-wheel drive system of the Ralliart model offer track-capable performance.
Bodystyle: Four-door sedan Engines: 2. The aging Lancer gets a few significant changes for ,
changing trim level names and package contents. The ES model gets new cloth upholstery and
instrument panel trim, along with a new inch steel wheel cover design. The SE model is now
offered in all-wheel drive, and exclusively as a sedan. All Wheel Control is now standard with 2.
The GT gets redesigned inch alloy wheels, auto-dimming rearview mirror, and soft-touch door
trim for The Lancer wore some of the boldest sheetmetal in the compact class when it was
introduced for model year That aggressive styling still looks fresh today, with the Lancer's
trademark trapezoidal grille, angular headlamps, and slit-like taillamps. The front end is
instantly recognizable among the sea of compact sedans on the road, and things get even

sportier-looking with the higher-trim GT and Ralliart models. Ralliart models add unique exterior
trim, a rear spoiler, and standard fog lights. DE and ES models get inch steel wheels with wheel
covers, while SE models get standard inch alloy wheels. GT and Ralliart models come equipped
with inch alloys as standard. The Lancer's cabin is basic, but conservatively styled for a
less-is-more kind of look. The standard monochrome information display that tops the center
stack is flanked by rectangular HVAC vents, while a slender trim strip laterally bisects the dash.
The gauges are covered by a sculpted cowl, which lends the cockpit a sleek, sporty look. Two
grades of cloth upholstery are offered, with a standard cloth on base DE models, and an
upgraded premium cloth on ES and SE models. A watt Rockford Fosgate Punch premium audio
system is available as an option, as is Mitsubishi's GB hard drive-based navigation system and
Music Server. Though base model Lancers aren't quite as sporty as their aggressive looks
suggest, with hp and lb-ft of torque available from a 2. SE and GT trim cars receive a larger 2.
SE models also get all-wheel drive for , along with standard inch alloy wheels. But for the
driving enthusiast, there's really only one non-Evolution Lancer to consider: the Lancer Ralliart.
With a turbocharged 2. All Lancer models get dual-stage front airbags, front seat-mounted side
impact airbags, a driver's side knee airbag, and front and rear curtain airbags. A rearview
camera is available as an option. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market
Price:? The actual transaction price depends on many variables from dealer inventory to
bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation. See All Specs. Mitsubishi Lancer Expert
Review motortrendauthor. Sporty styling Low base price It's not a Corolla or Civic. Buzzy
engines Interior quality Base model performance. All Model Years Though some were
apprehensive about the future of Mitsubishi in Australia when it ceased local production and
discontinued the Mitsubishi , the Japanese marque continues to thrive here. Mitsubishi Lancer
has filled the slot left by the , and the Mitsubishi Magna before it, and though smaller than them,
frequently meets the needs of those downsizing their family cars. Unless the kids are large
teenagers Lancer owners tell us their cars are large enough suit their needs. A neat lower air
dam and bold bonnet creases that flow into the A-pillars give it a neat and purposeful look. The
angles of the tail-lights add to the stance. The squared off shape of the rear bumper and the way
it tapers around visually shortens the overhang. Inside, the double-domed binnacle and deep
dial cluster work well both from an aesthetic and ergonomic point of view. The dash trim has a
soft touch that gives it a feeling of substance, again making it feel like a larger more upmarket
car than it really is. Which is another feature that received positive comments from owners and
backs up their statements that the Lancer can be used as a replacement for the Mitsubishi The
cabin has plenty of stowage areas for the bottles, mobile phones and assorted bits and pieces
we all tend to carry around these days. The Lancer VRX that was our test car for the last week
has the convenience of has Bluetooth, steering wheel controls and a smart key. The boot can
take a handy amount of luggage and it can be expanded by flipping down the split-fold rear
seats. These are fitted across the complete Lancer range. As well as the sedan we tested,
Mitsubishi Lancer is also offered as a stylish hatchback. Though the hatch works well, many
buyers are opting for the sedan. Stability and traction controls were specified by Mitsubishi
Australia as standard in the Lancer for quite some time before they became mandatory in this
country. Around town this is likely to rise to nine to eleven litres per hundred. These are good
numbers for a mid-sized family car with good interior volume. The manual gearbox felt a bit on
the notchy side at first, but we found that we soon settled into its way of doing things and liked
the sporting feeling. There's also the option of a continuously variable transmission CVT. The
Lancer sits confidently flat when you drive it around corners with a bit of verve. However, there
is a less than compliant ride at times when you hit rough bush roads. Steering is well-weighted
and responsive and driving enthusiasts will enjoy the experience in what is after all a practical
family sedan. Those who love to drive will appreciate the control the suspension offers and,
while you really wouldn't call it a sports sedan, it comes closer than you might expect. While not
the most exciting car on the road it fills the needs of family car drivers. It is well priced and in
this hard fought segment of the market it holds its own nicely. Peter Anderson road tests and
reviews the Mazda 3 with specs, fuel consumption and verdict. No longer Sorry, there are no
cars that match your search. Ewan Kennedy. Pricing guides Lowest Price. Range and Specs
Have you considered? Mitsubishi Lancer cars for sale. Mazda3 review. Volkswagen Jetta
Review. Volkswagen Transporter review: T6. Because of its reputation with the tuner crowd and,
probably, its appearance in various racing games, the Lancer Evolution is likely by far the most
easily recognized Mitsubishi in the U. The Lancer Evo, and the nearly look-alike at least to the
laymen Lancer Ralliart, are performance legends to a certain set. While these two models look
much the same, they appeal to quite different target customers. The Mitsubishi Lancer Ralliart is
an affordable Lancer sedan, fitted with some well-configured sport upgrades, while the
Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution gets more sophisticated bones, track-honed components, and

serious performance hardware that makes it capable of outperforming much more expensive
sports cars. Essentially, both the Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution and Ralliart look like tuner
cars--like an economy car on steroids--much more than they look like exotic sports machines.
An up-close look will probably elicit shrugs from those who don't get their performance
potential; the Ralliart especially is heavily based on the pedestrian Lancer sedan, and especially
in the Ralliart, there are interior details that find their way from the base model on up. The
Ralliart can be had as a sedan or Sportback hatchback , but the Evo is only a sedan. Both the
Mitsubishi Evolution and Ralliart handle crisply, like performance cars, but the price chasm
between the two is at its clearest here. More discerning drivers will find the Evo to be more
nimble and precise because of its exclusive, enhanced body structure, with many of the steel
body panels replaced with lightweight aluminum. The Ralliart is a compromise of sorts, offering
some but not all of the powertrain components from the Evo, in a body structure that's
essentially the same as that of the sporty Lancer GT. But the Ralliart does get some serious
upgrades, including the Evolution's lightweight aluminum hood with integral ductwork to keep
the turbo cool, along with an aggressively styled front bumper and dual exhaust. These models
have quick-ratio steering that transmits some info from the road surface--a good thing in a
performance car. The suspension can be harsh, though, rebounding abruptly and temporarily
flustering the Ralliart's otherwise good composure on bumpy corners, especially when getting
back on the power. The Evolution MR brings an especially high-performance package that ranks
above the base GSR and adds track-ready Bilstein shocks and Eibach springs, giving it
tremendous tractability and poise. There's no lack of features in the Lancer Ralliart and
Evolution. Fog lamps, a hands-free entry system, a trip computer, automatic climate control,
Bluetooth, leather trim, and aluminum pedals are all standard on the Ralliart. Options include a
FUSE connectivity system with voice command; remote engine start; and a navigation system
with music storage. An up-close look will probably elicit shrugs from those who don't get their
performance potential; the Ralliart especially is heavily based on the pedestrian Lancer sedan.
On the outside, the look doesn't break out in any new directions, but its shark-like front-end
styling makes it easy to spot and differentiate from a distance. There really isn't that much of a
difference in appearance between the two models on the outsideâ€”with more aggressive
wheels, a slightly different front fascia, and an added rear spoiler for the Evolutionâ€”even if the
Evo has further structural differences and an aluminum roof. The Lancer Ralliart shares much of
its look with the sporty Lancer GT, but it gets the Evolution's lightweight aluminum hood with
integral ductwork to keep the turbo cool, along with an aggressively styled front bumper and
dual exhaust. A five-door Sportback version of the Ralliart was new last year; it's a rather
conventional, swept-back hatchback in appearance, but it works just as well with the aggressive
front end and it's just a matter of personal taste as to which one's better. This performance
sedan's basic roots show even more on the inside of the Ralliart, where trims and finishes really
aren't any more extravagant than in the budget-priced Lancer. While there's nothing very
impressive from a design standpoint, there are no glaring deficiencies either; the instrument
panel is straightforward and businesslike, while most of the interior appears as it is: a slightly
dressed-up economy-car cabin. Upholstery, accents, trims, and the steering wheel have been
upgraded, though. While the looks aren't all that special, there's a lot to love in the driving
experience for either of these models. The Evolution packs a horsepower, 2. If we had to drive
only in traffic, we'd choose the Ralliart's engine, as it's more flexible and tuned for stronger lowand mid-rev response. The Evo's engine is peaky, with more turbo lag, and it delivers its power
in a frenzy at the top of the rev band. Shifts are made either through a sturdy five-speed manual,
which is good but a bit notchy, or a six-speed automated manual transmission, termed Twin
Clutch-SST, which pulls off snappy shifts like a track pro when you tap into all the power. To get
all the power to the road smoothly, these models include Super All-Wheel Control, an Active
Center Differential, a helical gear front differential, and Active Yaw Control, which altogether
give the Evo tremendous agility, tractability, and poise to rival much more expensive machines
from Germany. Even if you've been brought up to revere the Evo's dynamic reputation, from
racing games and the like, it's hard not to be a little disappointed with the cabin of the Ralliart or
Evolution. Seats are the exception in the Evolution; the heavily bolstered, grippy Recaros are
superb, and we recommend the option package that includes these seats in the Ralliart. Road
noise is an issue in either of these models, with coarse surfaces sounding into the cabin and
adding to fatigue on long hauls. The ride can also be a bit jarring on pothole-ridden Rust Belt
roads. In all fairness, for , Mitsubishi has added a few more soft-touch surfaces inside, as well
as gloss-black instrument-panel trim; we're basing some of these impressions on previous
model-year vehicles and will update this as soon as we get some time with the models.
However, the IIHS no longer extends those great ratings to the Lancer Ralliart, or to the Lancer
Evolution which is structurally different --although we'd feel relatively confident extending those

results to the Ralliart, based on the level of commonality. The federal government also hasn't
tested either of these models in its revamped NCAP test system. Outward visibility is a point to
consider here; the rather high beltline and rear spoiler can get in the way when changing lanes
or backing up. Electronic stability control, anti-lock brakes, head-curtain side airbags, front-seat
mounted side bags, and a driver knee airbag are standard on both the Ralliart and Evolution.
Additionally, the all-wheel-drive system might help allow you to make some types of emergency
maneuvers with greater safety. There's no lack of features in the Lancer Ralliart and
Evolution--even though the focus of their equipment tends toward performance, not luxury
items. Fog lamps, a hands-free entry system, a trip computer, automatic climate control,
Bluetooth, leather trim, and aluminum pedals are all standard on the Ralliart, though. The Evo
GSR is somewhat more basic, with a five-speed manual, while the Evolution MR upgrades to the
twin-clutch gearbox, a slightly more compliant suspension, better wheels, and HID headlamps,
plus other extras like remote start and the FAST hands-free entry system. Options include a
navigation system with real-time traffic data, plus a FUSE connectivity system with voice
command; the system allows users to connect their Bluetooth phones, iPod, or USB drive and
access calling functions or music with voice commands. A Gracenote service automatically
identifies artists and track names. The available navigation system now also includes real-time
traffic data. With fuel economy ratings about on par with those of a typical three-row SUV, the
Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution simply isn't green--especially considering it's a compact. At just 17
mpg city for both Evo models, or 18 for the Ralliart, you'll be chugging through the And that's if
you don't tap into the intoxicating power reserves very much, if at all trust us, we've seen much
lower. Subaru Tesla Toyota Volkswagen Volvo. Research By Category Body Style. Start a Loan
Request Form Today! Used Cars. By Make. New Eclipse Cross Mirage. Outlander Outlander
Sport. Used Eclipse Endeavor. Galant i-MiEV. Used By Year. Reviews Specs Photos Inventory.
Dislikes Road and engine noise Hard cabin plastics Gas mileage lower than some mid-sizers.
Buying tip You should also drive the Mitsubishi Ralliart, which comes not only with a
turbocharged engine but a far superior automated manual gearbox. The Mitsubishi Lancer
family has a little more panache than most compacts, but it's missing some of the finer details.
Review continues below. An up-close look will probably elicit shrugs from those who don't get
their performance potential; the Ralliart especially is heavily based on the pedestrian Lancer
sedan On the outside, the look doesn't break out in any new directions, but its shark-like
front-end styling makes it easy to spot and differentiate from a distance. A risky,
take-no-prisoners image might accompany the Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution and Ralliart, but
these sedans actually factor in as reasonably safe picks--especially considering their excellent,
responsive handling. Used Mitsubishi Lancer for sale near change location. Continue Reading.
The Car Connection Consumer Review. Rate and Review your car for The Car Connection! Tell
us your own ratings for a vehicle you own. Rate your car on Performance, Safety, Features and
more. August 18, Overall Rating. Was this review helpful to you? Browse Used Listings in your
area 7. Rating breakdown on a scale of 1 to 10? Compare the Mitsubishi Lancer against the
competition. Looking for a different year of the Mitsubishi Lancer? Used Honda Civic 1, cars.
Used Nissan Sentra 1, cars. Used Subaru Impreza cars. All Rights Reserved. Stock photography
by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy. Each ranking was based on 9 categories. Here is the
summary of top rankings. The lancer is a good car for the money. Good on gas and easy to
work on. Chic, Versatile, And Reliable! It's great for all driving conditions from long road trips to
snow conditions to everyday driving. My wife and I always get compliments on its sharp sporty
muted appearance! This my second ralliart and I am still having so much fun driving it! Pros:
Performance drivien with luxury comfort. Great city car but still can still fit snowboards and
traveling cargo. Handles like an Eco drives smoother than a BMW! Cons: Gas guzzler! And
small tank, however the ECO feature in my does help a bit with miles per gallon under 80 mph!
Great car! Fun to drive and handles really well on any surface! Read More. Perfect car, perfect
deal, perfect sellers! We could not be more happy. So far I havent experienced any major issues
with the car. It drives smooth. Got the car for a fair price and I am really enjoying it. Thank you
Cargurus! Just a fan of imports even if its just base model. Manual is always a big plus not that
many left or being made at least in the U. Not the model lancer i wanted but an excellent price
that was hard to pass up Read More. I dislike the fact the CVT tansmission limits the ability to
add some nice power to the car. I think the car has somewhere around hp overall. But Im not
sure, I have not put it on a dyno. A great economy car - runs like a sewing machine, reliable,
budget-friendly. I had no issues with it since I got it - many friends with fancier cars are envious!
I also loved the salesperson at the de Initially I thought the fuel consumption was going to be
very bad when I changed the exhaust but then it didn't. Cost alot to build but great way to spend
time in the community. Unless you have the money buy a civic and save alot of dreams and
heartache. Performance shops will be your best friend and forums are The handling on this car

is by far the best of any I have driven, including mustangs and mazdas. It could use another 30
hp, but Have you driven a Mitsubishi Lancer? Rank This Car. User Reviews. View reviews where
users commented on categories. Clear selections. GuruFCY22 writes:. Is this review helpful?
Yes No. J writes:. Back Seats:. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: Performance drivien
with luxury comfort. Is this helpful? Guru54PSB says:. Very nice vehicle. Reviews From Other
Years. Read all Mitsubishi Lancer reviews. Read all 6 Mitsubishi Lancer reviews. Read all 4
Mitsubishi Lancer reviews. Read all 8 Mitsubishi Lancer reviews. Read all 64 Mitsubishi Lancer
reviews. Cars compared to Mitsubishi Lancer. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars
for Sale. Compare Mitsubishi Lancer to Related Models. Compact Sedans - User Rankings. Best
Compact Sedans. Most Powerful Compact Sedans. Best Handling Compact Sedans. Best
Looking Compact Sedans. Best Family Compact Sedans. Best Compact Sedans in Value. Select
Year Yes No Looking for a Used Lancer in your area? We have had several Mits's. Eclipse,
Spyder, several Galants, Monty Sport. All excellent purchases and very dependable and they
run forever. Our daughter is now of driving age and we went out on a limb am bought her a new
car. Lancer SE. Was originally looking at an ES but the 2. Drove the SE just to see if the engine
was quieter and it was. This is the same engine my first Galant had in it. Very, very good car.
With the warranty, the safety ratings, and the quality they offer - well I would say it was an easy
decision. I have been the go to guy to buying cars for my family so in the past 4 years, I have
bought 3 new cars and one used car. I was worried about the CVT transmission because i read
online it was a bad transmission with no power. Wow, these "expert" reviewers must be test
driving too many turbo mustangs and super cars. The CVT is just fine in power! If you are not
used to driving one, it may feel different. So in a with a regular auto transmission, a sign of an
underpowered car is when u push the gas hard, you will see the engine RPM go way up but the
speed lags until it up-shifts a gear. Test drive one. I am a 60yr old man and i have owned many
many cars and trucks in my day. I like to drive again,thanks to the Lancer! The editor's review
does not do the Lancer justice - it is an excellent car for the money, in almost all respects. You
can buy cars with better mpg, but it will come at the expense of power. Bought this car used the
day before Halloween , and had it until it was totaled on June 3, ' I loved it, and I miss it very
much. Gas mileage was better than advertised, rarely got worse than 30 mpg in combined
driving and regularly got on the highway. I'm 5'11" and there was plenty of leg room. Good
stereo, though nothing special. Didn't have to perform any maintenance on it other than oil
changes, which are only needed every miles. No problems whatsoever. I got hit by someone
probably going 40 and I was not hurt, other than my pride. I highly recommend the Lancer to
anyone looking for a good, reliable car with great gas mileage. I'm seriously considering buying
another Lancer myself. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Lancer.
View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3
stars 2 stars 1 star. Cons transmission. Great value! Items per page:. Write a review See all
Lancers for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Lancer. Sign Up. The Mitsubishi Lancer is a
sporty alternative to conventional and more conservative economy sedans, but lacks the
refinement and fuel economy that most shoppers are looking for. There was a time when
owning an economy sedan resulted in being consigned to a dull and lifeless experience. For
years, the Mitsubishi Lancer bucked that trend, infusing the segment with a much-needed dose
of driving excitement and aggressive styling. Unfortunately, these admirable traits also came
with drawbacks and in the face of new rivals, it is no longer unique among sedans. A few
improvements to the Mitsubishi Lancer lineup bolster its standing, but only slightly. Most
notably, a new Lancer SE trim allow buyers to select the midrange engine with all-wheel drive.
Previously, AWD was only offered in the sporty range-topping Ralliart model. Furthering the
Lancer's cause is the addition of optional soft-touch door panels, which partially addresses our
prior complaint of too much interior hard plastic. Sadly, many of the Mitsubishi Lancer's faults
are left untouched. The base 2. Upgrading to the more powerful engines helps, but the penalty
in fuel economy may be enough to scare some shoppers off. Most people, we suspect, will be
happier with one of the newer choices for a small sedan. The Mazda 3 , for instance, is similarly
fun to drive but gets better fuel economy. We would also steer buyers toward the popular
Chevrolet Cruze , the refined Ford Focus and the stylish Hyundai Elantra. For those who need
all-wheel drive, there's also the redesigned Subaru Impreza to consider. Unfortunately for
Mitsubishi, the small sedan segment is better than ever, and the Lancer has been left near the
back of the pack. The base DE comes with inch steel wheels, automatic headlights, a tilt-only
steering wheel, full power accessories, a trip computer and a four-speaker sound system with a
CD player. The Alloy Wheel package adds inch alloy wheels to the ES trim along with rear disc
brakes instead of drums and a rear stabilizer bar. The SE trim gains a more powerful engine,
all-wheel drive and the Alloy Wheel package. The all-wheel-drive Ralliart ups the performance
ante with a turbocharged engine, an automated dual-clutch manual transmission with shift

paddles , hill-start assist, front and rear limited-slip differentials, additional sport exterior
treatments, a sport-tuned suspension, a sport steering wheel, unique upholstery, aluminum
pedals and satellite radio. Some features listed are also available on lower trim cars as
stand-alone options or as part of packages. Several cosmetic and aerodynamic enhancement
options are also available for the DE and ES trims. A Touring package is available for GT and
Ralliart trims and features xenon headlights, a sunroof, a smaller rear spoiler, rain-sensing
wipers, leather seats and a nine-speaker Rockford Fosgate sound system with an in-dash
six-CD changer and satellite radio. Also optional on GT and Ralliart trims is a navigation system
that features a 40GB hard drive capable of storing digital music files and a larger rearview
camera monitor relocated to the touchscreen display versus the rearview mirror. A new Deluxe
package for the SE trim adds most of the GT's interior upgrades, along with soft-touch door trim
panels. A five-speed manual is standard, while a CVT is optional. In Edmunds performance
testing, the combination of the base engine and five-speed delivered a time of 8. The CVT
delivered a slower performance of 9. In terms of fuel economy, the 2. The GT gets front-wheel
drive and the five-speed manual standard, while its optional CVT features manual mode with
simulated gear ratios operated via shift paddles on the steering wheel. In Edmunds testing, a GT
with a manual transmission accelerated from zero to 60 mph in 7. The 2. The manual
transmission delivers nearly identical fuel efficiency. The Ralliart features a turbocharged 2.
Power is sent to all four wheels through an automated dual-clutch manual transmission with
shift paddles and an active center differential. The Ralliart dispatches the dash in a sizzling 5.
Standard safety features on all Mitsubishi Lancers include front-seat side airbags, full-length
head curtain airbags and a driver knee airbag. Antilock brakes and stability control are standard
across the board, but four-wheel disc brakes are standard only on the SE, GTS and Ralliart. The
DE and ES trims get by with rear drum brakes. In Edmunds brake testing, a Lancer GT stopped
from 60 mph in an excellent feet. Surprisingly, the Ralliart and its summer tires delivered a
disappointing stop of feet. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety awarded the Lancer a top
score of "Good" in the organization's frontal-offset, side-impact and roof-strength tests. With a
decent amount of comfort and a quiet cabin, a Mitsubishi Lancer equipped with the base 2.
Unfortunately, this engine seems to generate more noise than horsepower, especially when
saddled with the CVT. For those seeking a bit more excitement on a budget, the SE or GT are
better alternatives thanks to more low-end engine power and a suspension that responds better
to spirited driving. The Ralliart bridges the gap to the high-performance Lancer Evolution model
with turbocharged power, sharp handling and rapid-fire gearchanges from the dual-clutch
transmission. Mechanically, the Ralliart provides plenty of fun around corners, but in our testing
we've found its tires to be a bit too economy-minded considering the car's strong performance
potential. While the Mitsubishi Lancer's chiseled exterior lends an air of aggression, its interior
design and materials drag down the vehicle's overall appeal. On the whole, the cabin design is
uninspiring and rife with hard plastic elements. This year's addition of optional soft-touch door
panels helps, but the lingering downmarket feeling persists. Taller drivers will likely bemoan the
lack of a telescoping steering wheel and the lack of under-thigh support. On the other hand, the
rear seats are quite comfortable, with a generous amount of legroom. Much like Ford's Sync
system, Mitsubishi's Fuse voice-activation system assists in selecting a destination or your
favorite music. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Lancer. View
Photos. Write a review See all 1 reviews. See all 1 reviews of the Mitsubishi Lancer Ralliart
Sedan. Write a review. Power-sapping CVT weak and noisy base engine no telescoping steering
wheel high price of Ralliart model. Vehicle overview. The Mitsubishi Lancer gains a new
midrange SE trim level, while new features include optional soft-touch materials on front door
panels and a rearview camera standard on upper trims. The Lancer also receives minor interior
and exterior styling enhancements. Read more. Sign Up. This page is for personal,
non-commercial use. The Mitsubishi Lancer offers an enticing range of compact cars from
practical economy to sensible all-wheel-drive sedan to sporty liftback to rally rocket. The Lancer
sports a tidy, sleekish shape with a bold and distinctive shark mouth. Its interior is clean,
seating is comfortable, instrumentation is blessedly simple. Seven airbags, including one for
the driver's knee, help make it safe, in addition to anti-lock brakes, electronic stability control,
and the mandated tire pressure monitor. Lancer was last redesigned for the model year. The
Lancer SE is a new model. It uses Mitsubishi's all-wheel drive system called AWC all-wheel
control , with the proven 2. The base Lancer DE is not bare bones, with its power doors and
windows, keyless entry and auto halogen headlamps, but it lacks air conditioning, folding rear
seat, and cruise control. Lancer DE uses the good horsepower 2. Driving gets more civilized
with the Lancer ES with air conditioning and better seats, front and rear. For , Lancer ES gets
new interior fabric and instrument panel trim. The Lancer ES Sportback is a smooth-looking
5-door. We found the Lancer ES offers decent steering response and tracks well through

corners, with no excessive body lean. It uses Mitsubishi's excellent 2. We got good seat time in
a Lancer Sportback GT 5-speed with front air dam and rear spoiler, looking sleek in Graphite
Gray Pearl and spoke alloy wheels. Lancer GT is compelling for its good looks, enjoyable
driving characteristics and fuel economy. If you don't need all-wheel drive or turbocharged
acceleration, the GT is the one, especially as a Sportback with its great cargo area. The
all-wheel-drive Lancer Ralliart moves into high-performance land with an intercooled and
turbocharged 2. The Lancer Ralliart is available only as a sedan, with flared fenders, hood
scoop, vents like shark gills, optional Recaro seats. The sharkmouth gets a chrome ring that
shines it up to make it look more like silver lipstick on a largemouth bass. The Lancer Evolution,
or Evo, pumps out horsepower. Have fun at the track, your car is ready. Air conditioning is
optional. All New Car Test Drive prices are Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Prices, which do
not include destination charge and may change at any time without notice. ES options include a
power sunroof and watt, nine-speaker, Rockford-Fosgate premium audio system. It adds heated
seats and mirrors to the ES equipment. Only the CVT comes with the Sportback. A watt
6-speaker sound system is standard, along with sport bucket seats. The sport-tuned
suspension is tied to inch alloy wheels. Automatic climate control is standard, along with sport
bucket seats with unique fabric surfaces, and leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob.
Evo standard equipment includes automatic climate control, Recaro seats, watt six-speaker
audio system, power windows and locks and keyless entry, and Yokohama performance tires
on inch alloy wheels. Safety features for all Lancer models include front air bags, side airbags in
front, side curtain air bags, a driver's knee air bag, and tire pressure monitor. Anti-lock brakes
with electronic brake-force distribution is also standard, along with Active Stability Control.
Front seatbelts have pretensioners and force limiters to help position users for maximum
protection from airbags in crashes. Available all-wheel control enhances safety in slippery
conditions. The Lancer earns the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety's Top Safety Pick, with
its best rating in high-speed frontal impact, high-speed side impact, and rear impact. We get it.
Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on
here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If
you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for
that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Introduction The Mitsubishi Lancer offers an enticing
range of compact cars from practical economy to sensible all-wheel-drive sedan to sporty
liftback to rally rocket. Research Another Vehicle. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please
consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on
the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to
run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have
running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off
your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to
perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please
follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. Minimal changes were made
across all trims for the Mitsubishi Lancer. But a fifth trim â€” the SE â€” has been added to the
30th-anniversary lineup as a more powerful, all-wheel-drive alternative to the lower-end trims
and marks the first time that AWD has been offered in a non-performance version of the Lancer
think Lancer Evolution. Standard safety features for all trims include antilock brakes with
electronic brakeforce distribution, active stability and traction control, a tire pressure
monitoring system and a 7-airbag safety system including a driver's knee airbag. The DE, which
is the base trim, and ES come equipped with a 2. Both are front-wheel drive and have a 5-speed
manual transmission, although the ES can be upgraded to a continuously variable transmission
CVT. The SE and GT trims are packaged with a 2. Both are available with the CVT, and the GT
can be configured with a 5-speed manual transmission as well. The Ralliart also has a 2. It is
also AWC and comes with a 6-speed twin-clutch Sportronic automatic transmission that offers
manual shifting. Fuel mileage varies by trim. Available options vary depending on trim. The DE,
ES and SE come standard with inch wheels steel for the DE and ES, aluminum for the SE , and
the GT and Ralliart come standard with inch aluminum alloy wheels along with fog lights,
4-wheeel disc brakes and a leather-wrapped steering wheel, shift knob and parking-brake
handle. Leather seats, front seat heaters and a watt Rockford Fosgate audio system come
standard in both the GT and Ralliart trims, while xenon HID headlamps are optional for both. A
40GB hard disc navigation system with music server are optional for all trims except the DE.
Bluetooth hands-free phone interface and SiriusXM radio are also options available for the
higher-end trims. Complaints against the 5-passenger Lancer are few, but mostly surround the
engine, especially the 2. Fuel efficiency in the more expensive trims is not as good as that of
some competitors, including the Mazda3, Kia Forte and Suburu Impreza. Each ranking was
based on 9 categories. Here is the summary of top rankings. I recently purchased a Lance. Not

really sure what this plug is Is it for the battery or some warmer for the engine?? Hello Good
Guys of Car Gurus, my Mitsubishi Lancer is experiencing water in engine oil leak, it started from
an overheating problem wherein if I am in idle for a long time it gets overheat but I have a
Mitsubishi Lancer DE. Also are there My Lancer engine is not turning on. Lights, radio, ac all
works. I called aaa but they think that it could be the alternator but the guy is not sure. I will
need to tow my car but I m not Average user score. Based on 3 reviews. Review by GuruFCY
Chic, Versatile, And Reliable! Updated Dec 6, by Anonymous. What's your take on the
Mitsubishi Lancer? Have you driven a Mitsubishi Lancer? Rank This Car. Cars compared to
Mitsubishi Lancer. Have questions? Ask a question. Browse questions. Favorite Favorite.
Mitsubishi Lancer Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Other
Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Mitsubishi Lancer to Related Models. Compact Sedans User Rankings. Best Compact Sedans. Most Powerful Compact Sedans. Best Handling Compact
Sedans. Best Looking Compact Sedans. Best Family Compact Sedans. Best Compact Sedans in
Value. Select Year Models also known as Trim Levels, are used to identify a vehicle's level of
equipment or special features. Car had a great yet simple Black interior. It has a powerful engine
and drives very smooth. It is sporty and has a attractive body. I like the sporty look of my
vehicle. I also like the affordability and cost of gas. I somewhat dislike the interior of the car I
feel like it is outdated. My vehicle is highly reliable. Is very fuel efficient and low maintenance.
Also has a solid body making it a very safe ride. All wheel drive. Great gas mileage. Simple
controls for stereo, great trunk space. I got black, which isn't the best color for summer
because it's so hot. I love that it is a four-wheel drive, an adequate size, it has comfortable
seating, Bluetooth, it is turbo charged, with a responsive engine, and it has a sleek look. After
having this car for six I have no complaints on my vehicle. It does the job and does it well. It is a
great car and will drive it until I no longer can. I have not had many problems with this car, just
the usual maintenance you would expect. My car is at about miles, sometimes it takes a couple
tries to get it on, but it does the job. It's not Pretty reliable, good on gas, not much storage
space in the front that I was used to in my other car. Trunk is pretty small. Car is very easy to
drive in all weather situations. If you need a repair, It is a nice and reliable car. I haven't had any
issues with it since buying it new from the dealership. It gets good gas mileage and has not
required any unforeseen maintenance. There are currently I have had my car for about seven
years now. I haven't had any problems with my car and it hasn't required any unforeseen
issues. The car has been incredibly reliable, with good gas mileage It takes a while to get up to
60 mph. Does not have GPS or other features that is normal to have in cars made today. My
Bluetooth stopped working after a week of having the car. It is a pretty smooth The performance
and reliability of the car are amazing. It is a great car, holds up really well in all types of weather
unless there is a huge snow storm and that is just because it is a low to the My car has been
quite reliable. My only few issues has recently arisen, but they're nothing serious. The only real
problems I have been having is an overheating issues. I would like to add that I do a lot of
driving, and my car doesn't get much time to rest. The gas mileage on the lancer is incredible.
Does not have many features. Bluetooth is not even equipped. Very comfortable for me! Very
reliable. Have not had any major issues with the vehicle. The paint is chipping in several places.
I thought new cars were treated against chipping but not sure. My reliability for my car is
amazing. I have had the car for 5 years and no major problems. Only regular maintenance. I do
not like the seats, as I am not comfortable for being 6 foot. It does not have many features. The
Bluetooth for the vehicle has not worked when I purchased it. But it does have an aux port for
my music. I like the sport look to the vehicle. I have had an amazing experience with my vehicle.
I have currently driven this car for 4 years and it's been great with my family. The backseat is
roomy it has a big trunk. Bluetooth radio. It rides It does not have electric seats. It drives well
and gets good gas mileage. It has Bluetooth but not navigation. I do not like the spoiler, it is not
good for short people. The trunk is big but when If you spend your weekends racing and
consider your daily commute as practice time for that very thing, the Lancer Evolution will do
your endorphins justice. And, unlike the Subaru Impreza The Mitsubishi Lancer is rated 3. Does
the Mitsubishi Lancer have a timing belt or chain? Answers are provided by third parties. We do
not guarantee accuracy of responses. Change Year. Used Fair Market Range Zip. MPG up to.
Source FuelEconomy. Overview See below. Owner Reviews. Expert Review. For Sale Near Me.
Exterior Photos. Interior Photos. Color Photos. Select an Exterior Color. Apex Silver Metallic.
Graphite Gray Pearl. Octane Blue Pearl. Rally Red Metallic. Mercury Gray Pearl. Wicked White
Metallic. Tarmac Black Pearl. Mitsubishi Lancer Models Models also known as Trim Levels, are
used to identify a vehicle's level of equipment or special features. View Details. Top Positive
Owner Reviews. The car will last since it's a Mitsubishi. Read More. It's very dependable in all
weather. It is good on gas and food for the price. Is high quality and good value. Compared to
Lots of room. Great style and comfortable That it is a safe vehicle with excellent It is has great

seats that recline Top Negative Owner Reviews. An interesting detail is the reliability. Before
you decide to buy, ta
ford expedition power seat problems
ddec v ecm wiring diagram
metra 70 1721 wiring diagram
ke a look at Reliable, easy to drive car. Reliable car that gets great gas mileage. Great first car
for teens. Great if you are looking for a small car for I love the color of my car. The trunk is
Samuel G wrote on November 1, Tina C wrote on October 12, Trevo S wrote on October 7, See
All Reviews Owner Reviews For Reliability. Roomy sports car for the family. Owner Reviews For
Fuel Economy. I like my vehicle and I hope it lasts for Interior Features. Exterior Features.
Driving Impressions. Pricing Notes. Notable Equipment. Expert Rating: 4. Expert Rating: 3.
Combined MPG: Road Test Video Reviews. Frequently Asked Questions. Answer: Both the 2.
The chain works to make sure Your intake exhaust valves open up at the correct intervals. See
all Frequently Asked Questions. Moderate Overlap Front. Roof Strength. Driver-side Overlap
Front. See all Safety Features. Top Rated Small Cars. Best Rated Sedans. Best Cars for Gas
Mileage. Best Electric and Hybrid Cars. Browse By Category. Small Cars.

